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The power of change 

The month of October this year was extremely eventful as not only did it hold auspicious      

festivals like Diwali, New year and Navratri but also included the annual election which 

marked a new beginning for Navnat. Amongst the celebrations of colours, music and dance we 

also welcomed on board our new President Mr.Dilip Mithani who was chosen as the new    

leader by our community. Our heartiest congratulations go out to him and we look forward to 

building a brighter future for Navnat. With all these changes taking place in our community, I 

thought it would be ideal to base this month’s editorial on how change affects us, how we react 

to it and most importantly the power it holds.  

Change is inevitable. At every point in our life we are always experiencing some sort of 

change, it’s the way that we react to it that determines what our future will look like.          

Realistically, there are two options, either we accept the change and implement it into our life, 

or we reject it and constantly try to fight against it. If we do the former then we are adapting to 

change, if we do the latter we are potentially threatened by change and are trying to defend 

ourselves from it. 

Usually we don’t question any positive life changes like getting a promotion, finding a life    

partner or winning the lottery. All of these things can turn our life around and bring us im-

mense joy so we tend to whole heartedly accept this change. However, when the tables turn 

and one finds themselves being made redundant, a marriage breaks down or one loses all 

their wealth, we tend to criticise this change and question why we are in a certain situation. 

These things pose a threat to our physical, mental and financial wellbeing so we do everything 

in our power to shield ourself from it. Although this may be our natural defense, it can be 

harmful as we may end up simply distracting ourselves from the situation rather than dealing 

with it. 

The best way to tackle change is to embrace it. We must understand that everything happens 

for a reason and although we may not see the effect of this change for a long time, it will  

surely come. As time goes on, we realise the importance of past events and understand why 

they happened when they did. A job loss may turn into a new career move or business start up. 

A marriage break down may lead to someone finding their true partner.  A loss in wealth may 

lead someone to realise that life is more precious than monetary value allowing them to focus 

on their true purpose in life. 

Change can be a powerful tool in moulding our lives and shaping our future so we mustn’t be 

deterred by it nor should we let it consume us. We must whole heartedly accept the change 

that has occurred and then take the necessary steps to use the change to better our current 

situation. Rather than questioning the good or bad times, we must question our ability to     

handle them. So, for the upcoming new year, let us learn how to embed change into our lives 

so it can be used as stepping stones to create a better future for ourselves. 

I hope you all had a great Diwali, a prosperous New Year and wish you all a Merry Christmas in 

advance!  

         Yatra Desai 

**Please note that the Darpan will now resume again in March 2020 and will run monthly until November 2020.** 
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બદલાવની તાકત 

આ વખતનો ઓક્ટોબર મહિનો ઘણા બનાવો વાળો િતો. હિવાળી, નવ ું વર્ષ અને નવરાત્રી જેવા પ્રસુંગો િોવા 
સાથે આપણ ું વાર્ર્િક ઇલેક્શન પણ થય ું િત  ું જેમાું નવનાતની નવી શર આતનો સમય િતો. રુંગો, સુંગીત અને 
નતૃ્યની ઉજવણી સાથે આપણે આપણા નવા પે્રર્સડેન્ટ હિલલપ ર્મઠાણી જેને આપણા સમાજે એક નવા લલડર 
તરીકે ચ ૂુંટયા છે. હિલલપભાઇને ખબૂ ખબૂ અલભનુંિ અને એમની  સાથે નવનાતન ું આવનાર ભર્વષ્ય 
તેજ   કરવામાું આપણે બધાને ઘણી ખ શી  મળશે. નવનાતન ું નવ ું  રૂપ  જોઇને મને લાગય ું કે આ મહિનાનો લેખ 
બિલાવ પર લખ ું અને એ કેવી રીતે આપણને અસર કરે છે, આપણે એના તરફ કેવી રીતે પ્રર્તહિયા આપીએ 
છીએ અને સૌથી મિત્વની વાત, બિલાવમાું કેટલી તાકાત િોય છે.  

જીવનની ઘટનાઓ આપણે ટાળી ન શકીએ, એક એક વળાુંક પર આપણને બિલાવોની  અસર પડે છે. મ ખ્ય 
વાત છે આપણો સામનો કરવાની રીત, આના લીધે આપણી કાલ બુંધાય  છે.ખરેખર, બે જ રીત છે. એક છે જેમાું 
આપણે બિલાવને અપનાવીએ છીએ અને આપણા જીવનમાું સમાવી લીઇએ છીએ. અથવા તો આપણે 
બિલાવનો સ્વીકાર નથી કરતા અને એને ધક્કો જ મારીએ છીએ. પિલેી રીતમાું આપણે બિલાવને જીવનમાું 
વણી લઇએ છીએ અને બીજી રીત પ્રમાણે આપણે બિલાવને એક જોખમની જેમ જોઇએ છીએ એટલે એનાથી 
સાવધાન રિીએ છીએ.  

ઘણી વાર આપણે કોઇ સારા બિલાવને પ્રશ્ન નથી કરતા જેમકે કામમાું પ્રમોશન મળવ ું, એક જીવનસાથીનો 
મેળાપ કે લોટરી જીતવી. આ બધી વસ્ત  ઓથી આપણને ઘણ ું સ  ખ મળે છે એટલે આપણે એનો િીલથી સ્વીકાર 
કરીએ છીએ. પરુંત  ું જ્યારે પાસા પલટાઇ જાય  છે અને આપણી નોકરી જતી રિ ેછે, કોઈના લગન તટૂી જાય કે 
આપણી ધન-િોલત ગ માવી નાુંખીએ છીએ ત્યારે આપણે બિલાવ અને આપણી સ્સ્તથીને કોસીએ છીએ. આ બધી 
વસ્ત  ઓના લીધે આપણી શાહરરીક, માનસીક અને નાણાુંકીય સમદૃ્ધિને તોડે છે જેનાું લીધે આપણે આવી 
સ્સ્તથીઓથી સ રક્ષીત  રેિવાનો પ્રયત્ન કરીએ છીએ. આ આપણો ક િરતી હડફેન્સ છે પણ ઘણી વાર આપણને આ 
વધ ું દ :ખ પિોંચાડે છે કારણ કે આપણે બિલાવનો સામનો કરવાની બિલે આપણે બિલાવથી ખાલી દૂર ભાગીએ 
છીએ.  

બિલાવનો સામનો કરવાની સૌથી ઉત્તમ રીત છે એને સામેથી ગળે લગાડવો. સમજવાની વાત એ છે કે કોઇ 
પણ બિલાવની પાછળ એક કારણ િોય છે અને એની અસર કિાચ તરત નહિિં પણ આગળ જઇને આપણને જરૂર 
િેખાશે. સમય સાથે આપણને જૂના  પ્રસુંગોનો અને આપણી સાથે થયેલા બિલાવાન ું મિત્વ સમજાશે. નોકરી 
છૂટવાથી કોઇને કિાચ કારહકિીમાું એક નવી હિશા મળે કે પોતાનો  વેપાર શર   કરવાની પે્રરણા મળે. લગન 
ટટૂવાુંથી કોઇને આગળ જઇને એમનો સાચો જીવનસાથી મળી જાય. પૈસા ગ માવવાથી કોઇને એિસાસ થાય કે 
આપણ ું જીવન અને આપણા સાચા માગષની સામે પૈસાની કોઈ  હકમત નથી. 

આપણા જીવનને આકાર આપવા અને આપણ ું ભર્વષ્ય બાુંધવા માટે બિલાવોમાુંથી પસાર થવ ું ઘણ ું  જરૂરી છે. 
આપણે બિલાવથી દૂર પણ નથી ભાગવ ું અને એના લીધે િારી પણ નથી જવ ું. બિલાવને સ્વીકારીને, આપણે 
એનો સાચો ઉપયોગ કરીને આપણ ું ભર્વષ્ય સ ધારવ ું જોઇએ. સારા કે ખરાબ સમયને પ્રશ્ન કરવાની બિલે આપણે 
એ જોવ ું જોઇએ કે આપણામાું એનો સામનો કરવાની કેટલી તાકત છે. તો આ નવા વર્ષમાું આપણે આપણા 
જીવનમાું એક એક પ્રસુંગો અને બિલાવોન ું સ્વાગત કરીઇએ જેના લીધે આપણે આવનાર સમય માટે તૈયાર રિી 
શકીએ.  

આશા છે કે તમારી હિવાળી અને નવ ું વર્ષ ખ શાલીથી ઉજવ્યા િોય અને અગાઉથી તમને બધાને મેરી હિસમસ! 

          યાત્રા િેસાઇ  

 

આ િપષણ આ વર્ષનો છેલ્લો અંક છે. નવો અંક  િવે માચષ 2020માું આવશે અને નવેમ્બર 2020 સ ધી એક એક મહિને આવશે.  
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Jai Jinendra & Jai Shri Krishna 

 

I wish all of you a very happy, healthy and prosperous New Year. 

Firstly I would like to thank all of you for your vote and trust in me and my committee.  I have promised you that 

we will bring Navnat on the map again and make it the ‘Talk of the Town”. 

Three days before our AGM we received the fantastic news that our planning application for the expansion of the 

dining hall has been approved.  We are all delighted and hoping to complete the extension during the tenure of 

this Committee.  Our first Building Committee meeting is scheduled for Monday 4th November 2019. 

Since 6th October we have had two EC Meetings and a third one is scheduled to take place on Thursday, 14th No-

vember.  There is so unfinished business that must be taken care of. The transition process from the outgoing 

office bearers to the new President and Secretary is still in progress.  Our main problem is that all the signato-

ries to the main Bank account have stepped down (except Jaswant Doshi) and it has been very difficult to make 

payments as all cheques require two signatories.   We have to send all the documents and cheques to Nitinbhai 

Parekh’s home to make the urgent payments.  We have completed new mandates but that takes time to process 

and complete the transition process especially when almost all signatories are retiring. This needs to be looked 

into to ensure there is no disruption in the continuity of operations for Navnat as a whole. We are a fair-sized 

charity now and the volume of transactions on a weekly basis is reasonably high. 

We are delighted to inform you that we have co-opted Mr. Bhupendrabhai Shah to our EC Committee during our 

first EC meeting.  As we all know that he has been a very successful past President and Chair Person of the 

Board of Advisors over the last 10 years. We aim to benefit considerably from his vast experience and 

knowledge. 

We had arranged a special meeting with all the subsidiaries and branches on 7th November to inform us of  their  

needs and any disputes. The meeting was very well received and the attendees felt honoured that we had invit-

ed them and held such a meeting which was never done before.  We have received lots of requirements by vari-

ous subsidiaries and branches and we intend to fulfil all of them within a very short period.   Our policy is to 

ensure that all the affiliates and branches are working together as a big family.  They will have free hand to 

arrange their activities in line with the overall ethos of Navnat, its Constitution and the relevant rules and 

guidelines without any interference from the EC.  

I have attended Jalsa Group & Navnat Vadil Mandal Diwali parties.  It was a pleasure to see all the members of 

both groups so happy and enjoying the parties.  Also Ketan and I attended Diwali celebration at House of Com-

mons.  We met many councillors and Members of Parliament.  It was my first such invitation and a great net-

working opportunity for Navnat. 

We have signed our accounts on Thursday, 31st October and we have filed both old and new charity accounts. We 

have also called an SGM to have the accounts adopted by our members. 

With the winter months rapidly approaching, the number of programmes and events across the  Navnat family 

will also be slowing down. There are Christmas events scheduled by Bhagini and Vadil in December. Our next 

issue of Darpan is now expected to be in March 2020. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the committee members and all the volunteers for their help 

whenever we need them.   

         Dilip Mithani 
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President: Dilip Mithani - dilip.mithani@navnat.com 
I have served in various organisations over the last thirty years.  I was in the committee of Jain Social Group for over 20 years where 
I held various posts as the Treasurer (4 years), Vice President (4 years) and as the President (2006-2008) for two years. I have also 
been the President of Navnat Bridge Club for eight years (2004-2012) and have been the President of Barnet Bridge Club since 2012. 
Hence, as President of Navnat Vanik Association, I have a lot of experience to manage and take Navnat forward to a new height with 
the help of my young and hardworking committee. Our main project is the expansion of our Dining Hall and refurbishment of the Main 
Hall. I am very pleased to see new and younger faces in the committee.  

 

Vice President:  Ketan Adani - ketan.adani@navnat.com 
Originally from India, I moved to UK in late 1999. Without any close family around, we made a few close friends and the Navnat    
family became our extended family. With two young children and a fairly mobile work life, I have performed different roles on the 
EC since joining it in 2012. It’s a tough task to balance work commitments while giving proper justice to the community role and 
hence I have in the past only stood for roles that I feel I can perform adequately. With the new committee, having been elected as a 
VP, my objective is to get all the different affiliates and Navnat to work in a cohesive manner such that the sum of the parts is a lot 
more that the individual entities. There are a few fairly big projects that Navnat is due to undertake and I wish to bring my          
professional and personal expertise to these and get the whole community involved. 
 

General Secretary:  Jaswant Doshi - jaswant.doshi@navnat.com 
I have been involved with Navnat since before its inception, and Navnat is in my heart. Since 2014 I was the Treasurer and carried 
out my duties diligently and in accordance with the constitution. I would like to provide more for our community especially the elder-
ly, youth as well as young couples by ensuring that the dining hall extension, sports Hall and the use of the sports grounds are 
made available as soon as possible. I was instrumental in starting badminton at Navnat and want more youngsters to come forward 
and play cricket, football and other sports. I am a sports person and have coached badminton for over 40 Years. My vision is simple; 
we have the space and facilities, plenty of secured free parking and is at a good distance. So please treat this as your home and use 
the centre to its fullest capacity. Our committee is committed to provide these facilities and we want you all to come forward and 
create your own teams and let us know what is required and we will endeavor to provide. We are here to serve the community. 

 

Joint Secretary:  Bachoolal Mehta - secretary@navnat.com 
Originally from Uganda,I have lived in the UK for over 47 years, primarily in Crawley and Brighton but more recently  in Pinner.    
During my time in the UK, I have been a keen and strong supporter to the Gujarati, Hindu and Jain communities here. I have been a 
strong participant and held various committee positions  with various social and religious organisations such as the Navnat Vanik 
association, Vanik Samaj UK , Gurjar Hindu association and Vanik association UK throughout the past 47 years. Since moving to   
London, I am a keen participant in the Navnat Jalsa Group and became an active member at Navnat. I am grateful to have been 
elected  as a committee member of Navnat.  Together with my fellow committee members,  I intend to dedicate my time and passion 
and use my wealth of experience to serve my community and its members to the best of my abilities in the coming years. 
 

Treasurer:  Ramesh J Shah - ramesh.shah@navnat.com 
I joined Navnat in 1979 and served in all the areas of Main Body in different positions. Throughout the 40 years, I have also been    
involved in other Jain and Hindu Associations for numerous activities. My manifesto this year is to make everyone feel Navnat Centre 
is their own home.  My internal feeling is to help and carry out duties without ego or reward. After taking the post of Secretary and 
Vice-President in Vadil Mandal, now in the last AGM of NVA I have been given an opportunity to serve Navnat Vanik Association as the 
main Treasurer again. I will do my uppermost to full fill my duties. In my spare time I also like to do various rolls of religious and   
cultural activities. 
 

Joint Treasurer: Paresh Purshottam Mehta - paresh.pd.mehta@navnat.com  
I was born in Kenya and have been an active Navnat member since I came to the UK in 1974. It has always been my wish to serve 
the community. I am an honest, hardworking and dedicated individual. My hobbies include playing badminton in my spare time and 
I have recently joined Navnat Bridge Club. I hope to encourage the younger generation to take more prominent positions in the 
community as they are our future.  

NAVNAT  
VANIK  

ASSOSCIATION  
COMMITTEE 
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Hall Secretary: Hasmita Doshi - hasmita.doshi@navnat.com 
I have made a positive voluntary contribution to the Navnat Vanik Association as an executive member. I held the position of 
Hall Secretary for 7 years and was re-elected again for this position. I have a lot of experience in organising and planning cul-
tural and religious events. I enjoy decorating and designing many of the programmes as it gives me great pleasure. I am also 
part of the catering team for NVM and an active member of Navnat Jalsa group which runs every Tuesday. I believe my 
strength lies in my ability to communicate well, work in a team and being mindful of people of all cultural and social back-
grounds. I hope to serve the community with integrity, honesty and to the best of my ability. 

 

Membership Secretary: Kirit Batavia – kirit.batavia@navnat.com 
I am honoured again to serve as Membership secretary and like previous years my aim is to serve to my best of ability and    
support with various activities for coming year. 

 
Committee Member: Bharat H Mehta - bharat.mehta@navnat.com 
I am actively involved in social and community work through various roles in the following organisations; Trustee 
at Jito UK, Trustee at Jain Network, Member of Lions Club Acton and Member of Navnat Executive Committee.  
 
 

Committee Member: David Holden - David.holden@navnat.com 
I am very pleased to be on the Committee again and will assist wherever I can. I will continue to help look after our “Home” , H & S 
duties and the new building project. 

 

Committee Member: Dipakkumar Shah - dipak.shah@navnat.com 
An accountant by profession, I have served on the committee for nearly 20 years as Secretary and Joint Secretary 
up until last year. It is encouraging that more and more senior members of the community are taking advantage from various activ-
ities undertaken but hope that the younger members take the initiative to guide the Association to a higher level and utilise our vast 
resources to the full by putting  
forward and implementing their ideas. 
 

Committee Member: Nemish K Mehta - nemish.mehta@navnat.com 
This is my second spell serving as an EC member, after a short break and with the support of my wife, Preety and our two teenage 
daughters, Bansi & Payal. I feel that I am ready to continue and with some fresh faces on our committee, to push our community to 
new places by engaging and connecting with my generation and below. Over and above of usual organising of traditional events, I 
would like to hear from the younger generation of what they expect from us. Please feel free to contact me or any EC member for 

this matter.   

Committee Member: Nitin Mohanlal Mehta - nitin.mehta@navnat.com 
I have been a Navnatee all my life, ever since my birth in Dar-es-Salaam. When we came to the UK, Navnat provided a ready-
made community that welcomed us. It is therefore no surprise that Navnat is a significant part of my life and identity. In the late 
80s, I was on the committee for the NYA, and the editor of its newsletter, Focus. During that tenure, I was able to see at first-
hand the value of the community network, the energy and enthusiasm of its members, as well as the importance of Navnat in 
enabling the community to thrive. We have come a long way since then. Our community is bigger, the centre is so much better, 
and the engagement with members is stronger. This legacy is a credit to successive generations of volunteers who have strived 

to strengthen Navnat through their myriad efforts. I have been inspired by them to serve on the EC and make my own contribution. I am particularly 
interested in improving the engagement with our younger generations so that Navnat remains relevant and valuable for them. I am also excited by 
the plans for the new building extension which promises to significantly improve the quality of the centre for all our use. Most of all, I am looking 
forward to working with and meeting many more members of our wonderful community. 
  
Committee Member: Paresh Punamchand Mehta—paresh.pb.mehta@navnat.com 
I was born in Kampala, Uganda and came to UK in 1972 age of 13. I did all my education in this country and in the early 80's I joined 
my father to help run his retail business. For the last 15 years I have been running my own property company. In the early 90's I 
was one of the founder members for Mahavir Foundation Committee. Between 1997 to 2002 I was Branch President for National 
Federation of Retail Newsagents (North London). For the last 10 years I have been doing Seva at Navnat, during Paryushan I am 
Head of Car Parking and at Priti Bhojan I am known as the Lollipop Man! For the last few years I have been involved in Vanik Vaish-
nav Social Club (VVSC) and Jain Vishva Bharati (JVB). As a newly elected committee member, I would like to organise programmes 
and help to motivate and attract our Young Generation who is Our Future with my other colleagues. I believe in helping the commu-
nity at Large. Thank you all for your support. 

 

Committee Member: Sangeeta Bavisha - sangeeta.bavisha@navnat.com 
I have been actively involved with Navnat for nearly 10 years, during which my aim has always been to seek and deliver the needs 
and wishes of its members and the community. Over the next 2 years I would like to get the younger generations more engaged 
with the community by focusing on the evolving nature of our community and its changing needs. With a fantastic and enthusiastic 
committee of new and experienced committee members on board this year, I am confident that Navnat will reach new heights. 
 

Co-opted Committee Member: Bhupendra Shah – bhupendra.shah@navnat.com 
Certified Accountant and have  given  Seva to Navnat for the last 35 years. In 2009 as President I brought in a complete “wind of 
change” , this being total transparency, management controls and delegation of work to the levels not seen before.  I have 
served the Community in various positions in the Executive Committee; starting as committee member, treasurer, secretary, vice 
president and as listening president from 2009 to 2013. Member of Board of Advisors for last 5 years and Chair Person till Sep-

tember, 2019. I will work towards maximum Public Relations in the Community. 
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Existing Magictouch and Arhat
classes will continue at Shrimad
Rajchandra Mission Dharampur
London Spiritual Centre 
Timings:- Fridays 4.30 - 6pm
Address:-
Shrimad Rajchandra Mission 
Dharampur
London Spiritual Centre 
Falconer Road, Bushey, WD23 3AD

Timings:- Sunday 3 - 5pm
Weekly during term time 

Fees:- £40 per 
academic year

Fees:- £30 per 
academic year

Fees:- £40 per academic year

Timings:- Saturday 1.30 - 4.30pm 
Once a month

4.5 TO 8 YEARS 9 TO 12 YEARS

13 TO 16 YEARS

Don’t Miss Out On The Fun!
For more information or to register for classes
please contact Jignasha Mehta +44 7740 464902
or Komal Mehta +44 7956 226328
Email:- london@divinetouch.srmd.org

VALUES BASED
EDUCATION AND 

SELF-DEVELOPMENT 
CLASSES

Existing Magictouch and Arhat 
Touch classes in Kenton will 
continue (Limited spaces 
available) 
Timings:- Sundays 3-5pm
Address:- 557 Kenton Rd, 
Harrow HA3 9RS

New Magictouch and Arhat Touch
classes starting at Shrimad
Rajchandra Mission Dharampur
London Spiritual Centre

JOIN US!



In association with Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ ESTATE PLANNING LTD

• Wills • Lasting Power of Attorney
• Family Trusts • Wealth Preservation

• Probate

A professionally prepared plan to preserve, protect and pass on family wealth to your loved ones

For more information please call us on

02089528791
or email
chetan@chjestateplanning.co.uk

www.chjestateplanning.co.uk

CHJ Estate Planning Ltd
In Association With Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ Accountants Ltd
Chartered Certified Accountants

Chetan Parekh 
34 Longcrofte Road, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 6RR.
Mob: 07956536116



Losing a loved one is a traumatic time

We operate from our modern and fully equipped premises 

on Mollison Way in Edgware

Our comprehensive service includes:-

Large prayer room (Mandir) for performing the Funeral Rites or for paying the last respects

All religious rites and wishes respected and administered

Modern, fully equipped washing & dressing facilities

Priest for final rites arranged

Funeral ceremony items provided

Repatriation arranged at short notice

Horse drawn carriages arranged

Sanjay Shah and Bharat Shah 

are the first & foremost 

Indian Funeral Directors 

in England serving 

the Asian community since 1984.

020 8952 5252

INDIAN FUNERAL DIRECTORS
44 SOUTH PARADE, MOLLISON WAY, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX HA8 5QL 

 www.indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

email : info@indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

24 HOURS MOBILE: 0777 030 66 44

Call us at anytime for a complete package price

UK’s leading funeral directors at your service...

NDIAN
FUNERAL

D  I  R  E  C  T  O  R  S

For an efficient & professional 

service, contact either 

Bharat Shah, Sanjay Shah, 

Trupti Shukla, Ashvin Patel 

& Nitesh Pindoria



Hi! I’m Veer and I’m 3 years old! I need a new bone marrow. Please help me find one!! 

Those of you who know me, will know I am a cheeky, 

happy go lucky boy, with a fetching hedgehog hair style. I 

bring a lot of joy to all those around me and hope to do so 

for many years to come. 

But... My parents recently got some bad news that has 

turned our world upside down. They learnt that I am one 

of only a few hundred people in the UK to have inherited a 

life changing illness called Fanconi Anaemia. 

Although it is not obvious by looking at me right now, my 

bone marrow is not functioning very well. My blood counts 

are dropping and pretty soon I am going to need a bone 

marrow transplant.  

Unfortunately, my sister Suhani is not the bone marrow 

match we were hoping for, so my hospital has begun the 

search for a match on the national/international registers. 

We have our fingers crossed that I will find a match soon! 

This is where YOU can help me! Did you know that as an Asian, my chances of finding a match are very 

low, because there are not enough ethnic minorities registered as donors? To give me the best chance of 

a decent match, I need as many people as possible to get registered, regardless of their ethnicity.  

So please don’t delay! ACT NOW!... YOU could be the ONE who has the bone marrow I need to survive. 

 

If you have been inspired by this story and want to help out our wonderful Veer (and others in need of a 

bone marrow transplant), you can get registered via the following organisations*: 

Organisation Age Limits Registration Link Contact No 

Anthony Nolan Between 16 and 30 years old http://anthonynolan.org/HelpVeerNow 0303 303 0303 

DKMS Between 17 and 55 years old http://bit.ly/helpveernow  020 8747 5620 

 

It’s a really easy process to get registered. If you meet the age and health criteria defined in the 

registration form, you will be sent a swab test in the post. All you need to do is swab your cheek in the 

comfort of your own home, and then you send the swab back in the post. That’s it! No blood tests 

required! If you are a match, rest assured that the process to donate your bone marrow is relatively 

easy too. To learn more, follow this link: https://tinyurl.com/y2f6qezk 

Another way you can help is by giving blood or platelets. Veer will need transfusions of these, and both 

are in short supply. You can give both at any NHS blood donor centre. To find out more, please visit: 

https://www.blood.co.uk/ http://platelets.blood.co.uk/ 

Please help us spread Veer’s story and share this document far and wide with your family and friends. 

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with Nirav/Kirpa Gudhka via 

helpveernow@gmail.com. You can also follow Veer’s story on Facebook @helpveernow. 

 

*For people outside the UK, please sign up to your country’s respective register(s): https://tinyurl.com/y3ctbuc4 

http://anthonynolan.org/HelpVeerNow
http://anthonynolan.org/HelpVeerNow
http://bit.ly/helpveernow
http://bit.ly/helpveernow
https://tinyurl.com/y2f6qezk
https://tinyurl.com/y2f6qezk
https://www.blood.co.uk/
https://www.blood.co.uk/
http://platelets.blood.co.uk/
http://platelets.blood.co.uk/
mailto:helpveernow@gmail.com
mailto:helpveernow@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/helpveernow/?modal=admin_todo_tour
https://www.facebook.com/helpveernow/?modal=admin_todo_tour
https://tinyurl.com/y3ctbuc4
https://tinyurl.com/y3ctbuc4


Sadly, many have lost their battle with blood cancer following the family’s unsuccessful search to find a potentially  
lifesaving matching blood stem cell donor. While the UK stem cell register now stands at over 1.4 million, the annual 2018 
review by Anthony Nolan found that Ethnic Minority are significantly under represented on the register.  At 23,947 ,  
marginally fewer donors from Black, Indian, Asian and minority ethnic backgrounds (BAME) joined the UK stem cell  
register. If a patient has a condition that affects their bone marrow or blood, a stem cell transplant may be their best 
chance of survival. Doctors will give new, healthy stem cells to the patient via their bloodstream, where they begin to grow 
and create healthy red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets. Donors from minority ethnic backgrounds make up just 
13% of the UK stem cell register, the remainder are 80.3% British Irish and northern European, 6.3% unknown/prefer not 
to say. The result is that patients from a BAME background have a 20% chance of finding the best possible stem cell  
donor match, compared to 69% for those from British Irish and northern European backgrounds. 
 
The UK stem cell register highlights the importance of raising awareness of their lifesaving potential within this minority 
group. The UK donor registers are urging people from a BAME background to register and ensure that all patients in need 
of a stem cell transplant can find a potentially lifesaving match. 
 
Will you help find a match for everyone in need of a potentially lifesaving blood stem cell donation? Register as 
a potential blood stem cell donor. How can I do this? 
To become a potential blood stem cell donor: 

• Your eligibility will be checked in terms of age and health. 
• Complete cheek swabs will be taken. 

Swabs, will be analysed, your tissue type(HLA) and your details will be added on the UK stem cell registry in an         
anonymised form. Your details will then be part of blood stem cell donor searches for people all over the world who need a 
genetic match to get a second chance at life. 

The donation method used in 90% of blood stem cell donations, is Peripheral Blood Stem Cell (PBSC) collection, this is 
when blood stem cells are collected from the donor’s blood stream by removing blood from one arm, running it through a 
machine that separates out the stem cells, then returning the blood to the donor through their other arm. This is a          
non surgical outpatient procedure and takes around 4-6 hours. Bone Marrow collection method is only used in around 
10% of cases. This is when the blood stem cells are collected from the bone marrow at the back of the hip bone (not the 
spine). The procedure is carried out under general anaesthetic so that no pain is experienced. The collection itself takes   
1-2 hours and most donors return to their regular activities within a week. 

Stem cells and Regenerative Medicine 

Stem cell therapy is simply taking cells from a donor and putting them into a patient to treat a disease or injury.  

Regenerative medicine makes use of cells to fix structures in the body that do not function properly due to disease or  

injury. 

What sets regenerative medicine apart from many traditional drugs is that the latter mostly treat symptoms, whereas the 
former aims to treat the root cause of a patient's condition by replacing lost cells or organs, or by fixing a faulty gene.    
Regenerative medicine "aims to replace or repair human cells or regenerate tissue or organs to restore normal function." 
The emphasis on "normal function" sets this approach to medical treatments apart from many commonly used drugs, 
which tend to treat symptoms but do not address the underlying causes. 

Why have so many promises of new therapies fallen short? What will it take for society to benefit from the  

immense potential that regenerative medicine holds?    

Cell therapies and regenerative medicine, with their potential to improve the health of patients, represent a structural shift 
in healthcare by focusing on the underlying causes of disease by repairing, replacing, or regenerating damaged cells in 
the body. For example, an individual with type 1 diabetes cannot produce insulin. Instead, daily insulin injections are     
required to keep blood sugar levels in check. Regenerative medicine seeks to solve this by regenerating the organ, which 
allow the individual to make insulin. This would mean no more insulin injections and a return to normal sugar metabolism. 

The potential exists to substantially reduce the burden of disease for some common conditions e.g.stroke, heart disease, 
progressive neurological conditions, autoimmune diseases, and trauma. New Technology methods can change one cell 
type into another and heal entire organs, damaged hearts using minimally invasive surgery and a growth factor that might 
reverse osteoporosis. As well as increasing life expectancy, regenerative medicine therapies could greatly improve the 
health-related quality of life of many patients with chronic diseases. 

Regenerative medicine treatments tend to be very expensive because they often need special production facilities and 
highly skilled staff. With health budgets squeezed in many countries, high costs are a barrier to making such therapies a 
reality. Huge benefits might be reaped from regenerative medicine. To move regenerative medicine into the realms of 
mainstream medicine, better science and better regulation must be integrated with both innovative manufacturing methods 
that make treatments affordable, and a way to show how they ultimately benefit the patient and society as a whole on   
diseases. 

Let us help ourselves, actively, by saving & improving the quality of lives through supporting Stem Cell & Regenerative 
treatments Programme by being a donor, volunteer and fund-raising. With the help of Anthony Nolan, Stem Cell (DART) 
Programme are also running a Help Veer Now drive at the Wedding & Fashion Show on 24th November at Oshwal Centre 
in Pottersbar. For more information about the event please visit www.oshwal.org.uk/weddingshow. 

Thank You from Ms. Kiran Sheth 

Stem Cell Donor and Regenerative Treatments Programme 
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NAVNAT VANIK BHAGINI 
SAMAJ  

 
Subsidiary of NAVNAT VANIK ASSOCIATION OF U.K. 

Register Charity No: 1173042 
Navnat Centre Printing House Lane, Hayes, Middlesex, UB3 1AR  

Scotland Report 
 

One of our annual events in the NVBS calendar is the Panch Dham Yatra following the completion of Pa-
ruyshan. This year NVBS decided to have the Yatra with a twist. The Yatra was combined with a 4 days/ 3 
nights tour of Scotland from 6 - 9 September 19. 
 
On a fine crisp Friday morning a total of 52 passengers departed for Jain Centre Leicester. A continental 
breakfast of Bircher Muesli, eggless croissants, eggless scones with butter and jam as and smoothies was 
throughly, enjoyed by all. This was a welcomed break from the usual Jalebi and Gathia. 
 
At Jain Centre, Leicester we were warmly welcomed by the Jain Bhagini Kendra Ladies. Due to time con-
straints we were treated to tea and coffee while ample food was packed for us by Jain Bhagini Kendra for 
our onward journey. Our first buffet lunch of the trip was at ‘Indigos’ in Leicester. The food was served hot, 
delicious and was plentiful.  
 
Once our Yatra was complete we were on our way to York. We reached York and immediately embarked on 
an orientation of this historic city including the magnificent Gothic Minster and walk through the famous 
Shambles street. York Minster is one of the world’s most magnificent Cathedrals.  
We left York for dinner at “Akbar the Great” restaurant. The food was served hot, delicious and plentiful. 
Our journey continued to Holiday Inn in Darlington for an overnight stay. 
 
After a comfortable night, we headed north across the 
border into Scotland and Edinburgh. Our journey took us 
through the breathtaking drive along the coast where we 
could see the vast North Sea. Lunch at ‘Kalpana’ was 
followed by a drive to Edinburgh Castle, Palace of Holy-
rood House, and the Royal Mile. Having entered the cas-
tle, it was magnificent to take in the panoramic view of 
Edinburgh city. The highlight of the castle tour was: the 
former Royal Apartments; Scottish Crown Jewels and 
the Stone of Destiny. The Stone of Destiny is an ancient 
symbol of Scotland’s monarchy. This Stone will be used 
again for a coronation in Westminster Abbey at a time 
when we have a successor to the present queen. Per-
haps Prince Charles or may be Prince William! Who 
knows!  
 
All fresh, energised and ready to conquer Ben Nevis we drove through the Trossachs National Park enjoy-
ing the amazing mountain scenery as we passed Loch Lomond to Fort William lying in the shadow of the 
UK’s highest mountain Ben Nevis. Seeing such a beautiful part of the earth, one couldn’t help thinking 

about the effects of climate change that is so frequently relayed on the news these days. This was be-
cause mostly all of the streams running down the mountains were dried out.  
 
At the Nevis range we enjoyed a cable car ride whilst admiring the awesome scenery of the surrounding 
mountains. On our return journey through the highlands we took a cruise on Loch Lomond before continu-
ing to Glasgow. Our day ended with a dinner at an Indian restaurant where we celebrated Ushaben Shah’s 
birthday. A birthday cake was cut for Ushaben - our co-passenger and respected ex-NVBS committee 
member. In return, Ushaben treated all passengers to ice cream. On-ward journey to Holiday Inn for an 

entertainment evening at the hotel organised by NVBS followed by a comfortable night’s rest. 

 

President 

 

Renu B. Mehta 

Tel.: 01923 897 555 

Mobile: 07931 924197 

renu.mehta@navnat.com 

 

Secretary 

 

Purnima Mehta 

Tel.: 0208 204 2786 

Mobile: 07817429113 

purnima.mehta@navnat.com 

 

Treasurer 

 

Tel.: 0208 203 6306 

Mobile: 07941711125 

sushma.shah@navnat.com 

 

Vice President 

 

Bharti R. Shah 

Tel.: 0208 422 8988 

Mobile: 07947 144080 

 

Joint Secretary 

 

Bina D. Holden 

Tel: 020 8958 2985 

Mobile: 07817 404163 

 

Joint Treasurer 

 

Asha J. Mehta 

Tel: 020 8205 2803 

Mobile: 07903 242121 

 

Committee Members 

 

Bhairvi Shah 

Chetna H. Desai 

Jayshree A. Vora 

Kalpana A. Parekh 

Lata Shah 

Mina D. Mehta 

Pallavi N. Mehta 

Saroj B. Varia 

Tarlika Mehta  
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After breakfast we all gathered in the hotel lobby with sad faces as it was the last day of our tour. All boarded the coach and we 
proceeded to Gretna Green - where eloping couples famously married against their parents’ wishes. Later we travel to Blackpool 
one of England’s most popular seaside resort famous for the Blackpool Tower and pleasure beach. Our first stop in Blackpool was 
Pizza Hut for lunch. With the free time to explore on our own, most of us walked down pleasure beach. This was the final stretch of 
our journey as we returned to London. Donations we received on this tour are as follows: £21 from Upsika Yagnik in memory of her 
late parents. £25 from Ushaben Shah in celebration of her birthday. 

 
Convenors: Purnima Mehta & Sushma Shah 
Jai Shree Krishna, Jai Jinendra 
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INSPIRATION BOARD 
 Consultant Pharmacist, Viral V Doshi 

 

 
On the 5th October 2019, Mr Viral V Doshi (Sunny), son of Dr 
Vinod and Hasmita Doshi of Hayes, Middlesex, London was 
awarded the Global Health Award for Pharmacy. Often 
called ‘The Oscars’ of healthcare professionals for  
celebrating those working at the ‘Coal Face’, this  
prestigious award attracted hundreds of healthcare  
professionals across the board from all over the UK and  
beyond. 
 
Viral is considered one of the best pharmacists in Great 
Britain following recognition through multiple professional 
awards he has won over his career. These include; The 
Pharmacy Business Award, The Clinical Pharmacy  
Congress Award, The Chemist and Druggist Award and The 
Royal Pharmaceutical Society Awards. 
 
Viral is a passionate advocate for the role that pharmacies 
can play in supporting the health agenda and has led to 
many varied and innovative projects. For his sheer  
dedication, he was designated as a ‘Fellow’ of the Royal  
Pharmaceutical Society for his distinction in the  
profession of pharmacy. The fellowship was based on  
nominations from pharmacist members and signify the 
esteem in which the individual is held by his peers. 
  
The impact of Viral's leadership has been of substantial  
benefit for the local area and nationally. The development of 
clinical services and new opportunities has spearheaded 
pharmacy provision for health areas. As a direct result of 
his actions, there is near-universal access to pharmacy 
provided public health services above and beyond what is 
typically seen across London and  
elsewhere. This has helped ensure that all members of the local community can access health 
initiatives in a time and location that is convenient to them.  
 
It is truly refreshing to observe how an individual, with minimum resources, has been able to 
secure funding for enhanced services to patients through community pharmacy. In many  
people's eyes, he is not only inspirational but a force to safeguard the profession of pharmacy 
with its number of challenges that threaten its future viability. 
 
Email: vdoshi72@gmail.com 
Mobile: 07957 336 701 
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NAVNAT VADIL MANDAL 
Navnat Centre, Printing House Lane, Hayes, UB3 1AR 

Subsidiary of Navnat UK Charity Registration No 1173042 

President 
Nalinbhai Udani 
020 8204 5716 
07939 141 098 
 
Vice President 
Vacant 
 
Secretary 
Natubhai Mehta 
01923 597 995 
07883 884 513 
 
Assistant Secretary 
Chandrakant Shah 
020 8723 1138 
07880 727 187 
 
Treasurer 
Bhupen Vasa 
020 3016 4074 
07741 416 361 
 
Joint Treasurer 
Bhogibhai Rupani  
020 8907 2941 
07405 015 784 
 
Membership Secretary 
Jagdish Sanghani 
01296 612500 
07796 428 263 
 
Committee Members 
Chandulal Shah 
Induben Shah 
Purnimaben Meswani 
Surendrabhai Shah 
Vishnu Shah 
 
Programme Coordinator   
Purnimaben Meswani 
020 8422 9470 
07828 144 455 
 
Coach 
Coordinator 
Arvind Shah 
020 8204 4970 
07443 118 902 
 
Kitchen Coordinators 
Sakuben Sheth 
020 8206 2887 
07966 840 910 
 
Kitchen LIason Officer 
Bharat H Mehta 
01727 839790 
07957 219 129 
 
Yoga Liaison officer  

Mr Jayeshbhai Shah 

020 8951 3382 

 
Sound Liason Officer 
Arvind Mehta 

07575 705 112  

 
Advisor 
Bhupendra Shah  
 

Report from Treasurer—Bhupen Vasa 

Jai Jinendra and Jaishree Krishna 

It is a pleasure to present Vadil Mandal Report. The last couple of 
months, some significant changes have happened in the composition 
of NVA Executive Committee. Unfortunately, this has meant the loss 
of our dedicated Vice President, Shree Rameshbhai Shah to the main 
body. Although his loss will be felt in Vadil Mandal, he has assured 
his  continued support to us. We also welcome the new NVA Execu-
tive Committee and look forward to working with them. 

For the last couple of months, Vadil Mandal has been busy in organising exciting events 
for its members. See below a summary of events held during this period. The credit for 
this genuine interest in our Vadil Community goes to our donors and sponsors who have 
stood by us to support all our activities.  

We are now in the final part of this calendar year and our members are rushing to send  

their membership fees for 2020 to ensure continued membership. New year will bring 
with it our new logo (See top right-hand corner) and new membership cards. Also, the 
next year, will see the introduction of electronic payments. 

I would like to wish all our members A Happy New Year. 

 

Programme Report from Navnat Vadil Mandal for the month of 

Sept and Oct 2019 

 

6th Sept We had our much-awaited play- “SUNDER BE BAYDEWALO” at the Winston 
Churchill Hall. All artists came from India. The show was houseful and all that attended 
enjoyed it. We provided lunch before the show. Everyone took their seats at 2.30 As usual 
transport was arranged to and from Winston Churchill hall. It was an average show as 
pure Gujrati was not easy to understand by all.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13th Sept We hired Jaykumar for Special Bhangra dance in the afternoon  

22nd Sept Sunday We had celebrations of Smrananjali programme, where we had 34 
Sponsors of which 22 contributed £51 and their choice of songs were sang by musicians 
and 12 people sponsored just photos with contribution of £11.00. Our celebrations of  

Smrananjali were first introduced in 2013.  

In the afternoon President Nalinbhai Udani gave the opening for  the inaugurations of our 
newly designed logo. Membership secretary Mr Jagdishbhai explained the meanings 
of  logo in full detail and whole current committee suddenly appeared with T shirts  

printed with Logo for first time. All volunteers were thanked by the Joint coordinator Mrs  

Induben Shah.  
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નવા લોગાની ડીઝાઇનમાાં સૌ વવડલોન ાં જીવન કમળની જેમ ખીલી ઉઠે …. એ જ શ ભ-કામના નવનાત વવડલ માંડળે ૨૧ 

સપ્ટેમ્બર ૨૦૧૯ના રોજ નવનાત ભવનમાાં સ્મરણાાંજજલના સ મધ ર કાા્યયયક્રમન ાં અા્યોજન ક્ય ર્ ું હત  ાં. આ પ્રસાંગ ેનવો 
લોગોની ઉદ્ઘાટનની વીધી કરાઇ. કમળ સત્ચમ વિવમ સ ાંદિરમન ાં પ્રતીક છે ઉત્પન્ન થ્યા અન ે કમળ સષૃ્ટટ અન ેસજયયનન ે

સાાંકળતી કડી છે. લક્ષ્મીજીનાાં હાથમાાં પણ કમળ પ ટપ હોય છે. કમળ કાદિવમાાં ઉગે છે અન ેવવકસ ેછે. કમળ જલમાાં 
રહવેા છતાાં પાણી એન ેસ્પિયયત  ાં નથી. દ  :ખ અન ેવઅસ્થરતાથી સભર દ  નીયામાાં વઅવચચલત રહનેાર જ્ઞાનીન ાં એ પ્રતીક છે. કમળની 
પાાંખડીઓન ેઆત્માના ઉઘડતાાં દ્વાર સાથ ેપણ સરખાવાય છે. 

 ઓમ= અ+ઉ+મ એ ત્રણ મળૂાક્ષરોનો બનલેો છે. મોટાભાગના માંત્રો અન ેવદૈિક સ્ત  વતઓની િરૂઆત ઓમથી થાય છે. આ 

ત્રણ અક્ષર : જાગ્રત, સ્વપ્ન અન ેસ ષ પ્ત અવસ્થાના અન ેબ્રહ્મા, વવટણ  અન ેવિવ એ દિેવ વત્રપ ટીના પ્રતીક છે.  

સાંમ્ચક જ્ઞાન, સાંમ્ચક દિિયયન અન ેસાંમ્ચક ચચરત્ર જૈન ધમયયના સ્તાંભ છે. કમળની ઉપરના આ ત્રણ ચબન્  ઓ આપણી સાંસ્થાના 
સભ્યો છે. કમળની જેમ આપણી સાંસ્થાનો વવકાસ થાા્ય અન ેસ ખ-િાાંવત અન ેવનજાનાંદિની પ્રાપ્તી થાા્ય એ અમારો ઉદે્દિ છે.  

 ‘Seva Parmo-Dharmah’   सेवा परमो धममः       આખરે અમારો હતે   સમાજ સવેા કરવાનો છે. “સેવા પરમો ધમયય" વઅહ આવનારન ે

જમ્યા પછી સાંતોષનો ઓડકાર મળે છે, ચબલ નહીં  વવડલ માત્રના ચહરેાન ેપ ચલકત રાખવાન ાં અમારી દકમટીન ાં ઘ્યયે છે અન ેએ વપરપણૂયય 
કરવા અમ ેદકટબધ્ધ છીએ. ઉપરોકત લોગાની ડીઝાઇન અમારા હાલના મમે્બરિીપ સકેે્રટરી શ્રી જગદિીિ સાંઘાણીએ કરી છે. એમને 
ધન્યવાિ. 

On 11th October KAJAL OZA’s video was played.  

On 18th October, we celebrated our President, Nalinbhai Udani’ s 80th. Milestone Birthday. For his birthday he sponsored 
lunch and, in the afternoon,  programme was a Sitar player, Dr Shantanu Sharma comple-
mented by a Tabla player which was also sponsored by Our president Nalinbhai Udani. 

On 25th October, we celebrated Diwali with all day programme of Music and Masti and the 
whole programme was sponsored by the Family of Mrs Kusumben Mansukhlal Kamdar. 
Everyone presents thoroughly enjoyed Bollywood songs and live music provided by RKB 
Entertainments. At about 12.45 we did the lighting of Divas by the Sponsors and their fami-
ly members. This was followed by reciting of Manglik. Though it was a Diwali programme 
todays lunch was prepared in house by Sakuben and her team.  Vadil Mandal served Paan 
and Ice cream at the end. 

The President thanked all who were present and honoured all our kitchen ladies who performs a wonderful role in providing 
fresh and hot food every Friday, so all kitchen ladies were given honorarium gifts and to 
our working staff who provide a valuable support service.  

From 12th to 19th October Navnat Vadil Mandal arranged a cruise trip to Mediterranean. 
Forty-one passengers travelled from Gatwick Airport to Genoa where the cruise stared. 
The first port was Marseille France and then we visited Palma de Mallorca and Ibiza in 
Spain. Lastly two days were in Italy. This was a very pleasant trip as all days were sunny 
and there was no rain or clouds. 

Ship was MSC Fantasia which has 20 hours of buffet services and daily dinner was served 
on sitting down restaurants where they supplied vegetarian food from second day. On the 
ship they had facility like swimming pool, Jaquiss , gym etc  and also every day in the 
evening there was a theatre show which was amazing.  

They also provided us with the conference room where we had our own programmes like 
debate and a drama on Ramayana. Rameshbhai and Surendrabhai did a play on “Ram 
Bharat Milap” with the help of Narendra Mehta and Ushaben Trivedi. It was very well re-
ceived by all passengers.  Last day we had a bigger room where we all played Garba.   

There were excursions on each country. Many of us decided to take tour and some stayed 
in ship to enjoy the sun and the swimming. Overall everyone enjoyed this cruise trip and returned in London on 19th Oct 2019. 
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https://www.msccruises.co.uk/destination/ports/MRS


નવનાત વડિલ મિંળની 'કોટ્સ વોલ્િ'ની સહુાની સફર 
 

-જ્યોત્સના શાહ 
 

પહલેાના જમાનાના કેટલાયન ેએવ ાં ગાતા સાાંભળ્યા હિ ેકે, "આ ઘડપણ કોણ ેરે મોકલર્ ાં…..” પણ એ તો 
વનરાિાવાિી ભતૂકાળની વાત છે! હ ાં તો કહીિ કે, આધી-વ્યાધી-ઉપાવધથી પર થઇ કોઇ પણ જાતની ચચિંતા 
વવના વનરાાંત અન ભવવાની ઉમર હોય તો ત ેવધૃ્ધત્વ. ખરી મોજ-મજા તો વનવ્રવિની વય ેજ માણી િકાય. 

 

 વનવ્રવિમાાં ય પ્રવવૃિ તો રહવેાન ાં જ. ફક્ત ફરક એટલો કે આપણ ેઆપણી મરજીના માચલક! મેં એક અંગ્રેજ ચચિંતકન ાં કોટેિન વાાંચર્ ાં 
હત  ાં, જેનો સાર આ મ જબ છે : “વધૃ્ધત્વન ાં એક જમા પાસ ાં હોય તો એ કે, જેમ જેમ મારી ઉંમર વધતી જાય છે તમે તમે હ ાં એની મોજ-

મસ્તી વધ  માણી િક ાં છાં. એન ાં કારણ! હ ાં વધ  સ્માટૅ બનતો જાઉં છાં. ઉમર વધવા સાથ ેિાણપણ અન ેઅન ભવન ેકારણ ેહ ાં જે કાાઁઇ કહ ાં 
છાં એ બીજાન ેવધ  સાાંભળવા યોગ્ય લાગે છે. વધૃ્ધત્વની આ જ મજા છે."….વધૃ્ધત્વના આ ગરવા અવતરણનો જાત અન ભવ 

નવનાત વદડલ માંડળના પાાંચ દિનના સ્થાવનક પ્રવાસમાાં અમે કયો હતો. 
 

સોમવાર તા.૨૩-૯-૧૯ થી શ ક્રવાર તા. ૨૭-૯-૧૯ સ ધીનો આ પ્રવાસ અનકે રીત ેઅવવસ્મરણીય બની રહ્યો. નવનાત ભવન, 

હઝે અન ેકેન્ટન લાયબ્રરેીથી બ ેકોચમાાં ૧૦૨ પ્રવાસીઓ રમચણય સ્થળ 'કોટ્સ વોલડ'ની સફરે નીકળ્યાાં. સૌ પોત-પોતાના 
કોચમાાં ગોઠવાયાાં. બસ નાં ૧ માાં કો-ઓદડનટેર પ્રમ ખ શ્રી નલીનભાઇ ઉિાણી અન ેશ્રી ચ  ાંભાઇ િાહ હતા. જ્યારે બસ નાં. ૨ 

માાં કો-ઓદડનટેર શ્રી ભપૂનેભાઇ વસા અન ેશ્રી ભોગીભાઇ રૂપાણી હતા. એમના સહાયકો શ્રી સ રેન્રભાઇ િાહ અન ેશ્રી 
ભરતભાઇ એંચ મહતેા હતા. 
 

બસ નાં.૧માાં જરૂરી માદહતી માંડળના પ્રમ ખશ્રી નલીનભાઇ ઉિાણીએ આપી. નવકાર માંત્ર, ગાયતી માંત્ર અન ેધનૂ-ભજન 

ગાનથી સવારની સફરનો આરાંભ ખ િ-ખ િાલ માહોલથી થયો. પાાંચેય દિવસો િરમ્યાન કોચની સફરનો આ વનત્યક્રમ 

મારી નજરમાાં એના પ્રમ ખ શ્રી નલીનભાઇ એક સીધા-સાિા-નમ્ર વ્યક્ક્ત હતા પરાંત   હકીકતમાાં એ તો બહ મ ખી પ્રતીભાિાળી 
હોવાનો અન ભવ થયો. એક સારા આયોજક, ગાયક (ભજન અન ેબોલીવ ડ ગીતોના જાણકાર) અન ેમીઠાિથી પોતાનો સાંિેિ 

આપવાની નતેાગીરીની એમની ક નેહ મન ેપ્રભાવવત કરી ગઇ. એ સાથ ેજ એમના કમીટી સભ્યો અન ેઅન્ય સભ્યોના 
કૌિલયના ય િિનૅ થયા. વદડલો ભજનો સાથ ેરોમષ્ન્ટક ગીતો ગાવામાાં પણ પારાંગત! 

 

પહલેા દિવસ ેવોરીક કાસલની મ લાકાત,પકે લાંચની ઉજાણી કરી સાાંજ પડતા સ ધીમાાં કોવને્રીની રોયલ કોટય  હોટેલમાાં રોકાણ 

કર્  હત  . િરરોજ સાાંજના અંગ્રેજી વેજીટેરીયન દડનરનો આસ્વાિ, રાતના મહદેફલ, સાંગીત-નતૃ્ય અન ેપિા રમવાની ચલજ્જતનો 
આ દિવસો િદરમયાન સૌ કોઇએ મન ભરી લહાવો લીધો. 
 

બીજા દિવસ ેમઘેલો વરસી રહ્યો હતો એટલ ેવોરસસે્ટરના ક્રાઉનગેટ િોપીંગ સેન્ટરમાાં ગયા. હયાું -ફયાું, ખાધ ાં પીધ ાં ને ઉતારે પરત 

ફયાું. ત્રીજે દિવસ ે૧૭મી સિીના અંગ્રેજી સાદહત્ય જગતના વિરમોર સમા નાટયકાર સકે્સપીયરના ગામ સ્ટેટફોડટય  અપોન એવોન 

ગયા. સકે્સપીયરના મળૂ જન્મ સ્થળ અન ેનવા સ્થળની મ લાકાત લીધી. પાાંચ-પાાંચ સિી વટાવ્યા છતાાં સકેસપીયરના રોમાન્ટીક 

નાટકોન ાં આક્ષષણૅ આજે ય એટલ ાં જ રહ્ ાં છે. સકે્સપીયર જન્મ્યા હતા એ જગ્યા, ખાટલો, જૂની સામગ્રી, પહરેવિે એ બધ ાં જોઇ 

ઘડીભર એ ર્ ગમાાં પહોંચી ગયાની અન ભવૂત થઇ. અમારી ફરમાયિથી ત્યાાંના કલાકારોએ જ ચલયસ-સીઝરના નાટયના એક 

રશ્યની ઝલક રજ  કરી જે અમારી સ્મવૃતનો ચચરાંજીવ ભાગ બની રહિે.ે 

 

નવા મકાનના વવિાળ ગાડટયનમાાં ઉભા કરાયલેા વિલપો સાથ ેકેટલાય ભાઇ-બહનેોએ ફોટા પડાવ્યા. જૂના - નવા સ્થળની 
તમેજ સકે્સપીયરના જીવનની ઐતહાવસક માદહતીથી વાકેફ થયા, રોમાાંચ અન ેરોમાન્સભયોં એ દિન જોતજોતામાાં વીવત 

ગયો. ચોથા દિવસ ેઅમ ેરળયામણી નગરી 'કોટ્સ વોલડ'ના બટયન ઓન ધ વોટર ગયા. પથ્થરોથી બનલે ઘરોની દિવાલની આ 

ગ્રામ્ય નગરીના નાના નાના રસ્તા, મારકેટ અન ેનહરેના પાણીમાાં તરતા સ ાંિર રાંગબરેાંગી પક્ષીઓ તમેજ શ ધ્ધ વાતાવરણ દિલન ે

સ્પિી જાય એવ ાં હત  ાં. અમ ેક િરતી સૌંિયનૅ ેભરપ ર માણી તસવીરો લીધી. સાાંજ પડતા ફરી અમારી હોટલ પર પહોંચયા. સાાંજના 
ભોજન બાિ મળેાવડો જામ્યો. છેલલા દિવસ ેએક બાજ  ધરતીના છેડે ઘરે પહોંચવાનો આનાંિ હતો તો બીજી બાજ  છૂટા 
પડવાનો ગમ હતો.પાાંચમાાં દિવસ ેસવારના ૯ વાગ્ય ેસૌ કોચમાાં ગોઠવાઇ ગયા. શ ક્રવાર ૨૭ સપ્ટેમ્બરના નવનાત ભગીનીના 
પ્રવેસડન્ટ રેણ બને મહતેાનો બથડેૅ હતો. એમના તરફથી ચોકલટે વહેંચવામાાં આવી. સૌએ એમન ેજન્મિીનની શ ભચેછા પાઠવી 
અન ેગીતો ગાતા -ગાતા અમારા મ કામ ેઆવી પહોંચયા. યાિોંન ાં ભાથ ાં ગાાંઠે બાાંધી લઇ સૌ વવખરાયાાં. 
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WILL DRAFTING AND LASTING 
POWERS OF ATTORNEY

Shandip Nathalal Shah ASWW, ACIB, MBA

Tel: 020 3837 0099 or Mob: 07780 690432
Email: shandip@balanceconsultancy.co.uk
Web: www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk  

Services provided by Balance Consultancy

 Estate Planning

 Will Drafting 

 Lasting Powers of Attorney

 Trusts – by approved partners 

 Probate – by approved partners

 Document / Will Storage                                            

 Talks to community groups

Evening & Weekend 
appointments 

available
•

Gujarati spoken 
fluently

•
Home visits available 
at a time to suit client

While we have good health we rarely think about what would happen if we lost our mental 
capacity or indeed became very ill. This is becoming more and more common as our lives 
become complex and longer. Would it not be great if at the time of your greatest need, you 
have loved and trusted ones taking decisions on your behalf safely and legally? You can do 
just that by taking out Lasting Powers of Attorney (LPA) to cover Health and/or Finance. They 
are both different LPAs but equally important. A vital document for the times we now live in.  
LPAs can only be set up while you have adequate mental capacity. LPAs are not just for the 
elderly but everyone over the age of 18. No one know when an illness can strike. Invest in your 
peace of mind now.

Contact Balance Consultancy for further details.

We are delighted to be 
supporting St Luke’s for 2019. 
£5 from every Will drafted goes 
to St Luke’s Hospice

Devonshire House, 582 Honeypot Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex  HA7 1JS
T 020 3837 0099 • 07780 690432   E info@balanceconsultancy.co.uk   W www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk

‘It’s a Dead Cert, so plan for it’

 balanceconsultancy     balance consultancy



This year, 2019, has been a very successful and eventful year for Navnat Bridge Club. We have 128      
members in total to date and have welcomed many new members this year. Sadly, we have also lost one 
very much loved and valued bridge player over this year. 
We meet every Wednesday and Friday evenings at Navnat Centre, depending upon the availability of the 
venue. We hold Monthly Tournaments and Team of Four Tournaments for members only, which are played 
over the weekdays; as well as Swiss Pairs Tournaments which is open to guests and our weekend plays 
are also ever popular.  
 

Monthly Tournaments 

We hosted 2 tournaments for every month from January till May. 
From June onwards we held just one monthly tournament per month, alternating between Wednesdays 
for one month and Friday for the next month. Dinner was also provided by either Navnat Bridge Club or a 
sponsor on these tournament days (June onwards). 

In  -  House Training 

In addition, we have also had half an hour tutorials on the Wednesdays when we played our monthly  
tournament (July, September and November). These lessons were given by me and the following topics 
were covered ;  Rules and etiquettes of bridge play, the correct use of bidding boxes, the role of the   
dummy, and doubles in bridge play with particular emphasis on negative doubles. 
There is still one more topic scheduled for November, which will have been delivered by the time this  
article goes into print. 
  
Team of Four Tournaments 
These were held in March, June and September. We aim to have another session in December. 
 
Swiss Pair Tournaments 
These were held in April over the weekend and the next session is now scheduled for December. 
 
Bridge sessions over the Weekend 
Weekend bridge plays were held in April; in June when we had our AGM as well; and again in June when 
we played the World Simms Tournament. 
 
We have two more sessions scheduled for November and December. The dinners sponsored by Navnat 
Bridge Club, either on tournament days or over the weekend plays, have been cooked in – house by  
Ushaben Shah and her team. Her mouth - watering specialities have included a Chinese meal, an Italian 
meal, a Gujarati meal, a Punjabi meal and a Mexican meal. Thank you to Ushaben for preparing such a  
delightful cuisine on every occasion. 
 
External Tournaments 
Navnat Bridge Club also participated in the World Simms Competition over two sessions in June and we 
shall aim to play for the Children in Need Charity Simms for two sessions in November. 
 
AGM 
It was held in June this year. 
 
Directors Course 
I organised a Bridge Directors Course for Navnat Bridge Club for 8 of our members which took place over 
3 sessions in June. I am glad to say that seven of our members qualified as full Directors under the     
banner of NBC. One member was unable to attend the final assessment due to health problems. 
 
And on a last note 
Bridge is for the young and also for the not so young. You can learn how to play bridge, no matter what 
age you are. 
Please do come and join us. Once you start playing, you will only wish you had started playing much    
earlier. Let   ‘ Learning how to play Bridge ` be one of your New Year Resolutions for 2020. 
 
      

    By Vandana Wadhar 

The 2019 Diary of Navnat Bridge Club 
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NAVNAT JALSA GROUP REPORT 

Sep to Oct 2019 
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On 17th sept - We planned a talent on singing that “any one can sing”. Our members and 
some guests sang various songs and the audience enjoyed it. We have Varmaji who is 
very good singer and his style of Mohamad Rafi’s style and our lady singer Malaben has 
a melodious Lata voice and some other artists sang aswell. Afterwards, we had a deli-
cious lunch and then we all departed with a singing mood. 
On 24th Sept Jalsa group played a musical chair and everybody had to run to grab a 
chair.  Afterwards everyone decided to have a game of Bingo. 
On 1st Oct We had Navratri celebration and we did Garba and Dandi Rass on CD with the 
help of Mr Arvind Mehta.  
On 8th Oct We had Desera Celebration.  
On 15th Oct we had special celebration of Diwali with Karaoke Singer Archna and from 
Gujrat Samachar Mrs Jyotsnaben Shah was invited along with NVA’s President Dilipbhai Mithani and NVM’s President Nalinbhai Udani.  
 

જલસા ગૃપનો દિવાળી જલસો નવનાત ભવનમાાં…. 

િર માંગળવારે નવનાત ભવન, હેઝમાાં જલસા ગૃપના ભાઇ-બહેનો ભેગાાં મળી આનાંિ-પ્રમોિ 

કરે છે. ખાસ કરીને એકલતા અનુભવતા ભાઇ-બહેનોનુાં જીવન ખુશીઓથી ભરપુર રહે અન ે

એકલતા િૂર થાય એ હેતુથી "જલસા ગૃપ"ની સ્થાપના કરવામાાં આવી હતી. રસોઇનુાં સાંચાલન 

રસોઇ કમમટીની બહેનો પ્રેમ પૂવવક કરી ઉપમસ્થત સૌને ગરમા-ગરમ ભોજન જમાડે છે. ગયા 

માંગળવારે આ ગૃપે એમના દિવાળી કાયવક્રમનુાં આયોજન કયુું હતુાં અને અચલાબહેન 

મીયાણીએ બોલીવુડ સાંગીતની મહેદિલ જમાવી હતી. પોતાની શારીદરક તકલીિોને નજર 

અાંિાજ કરી સૌ ઉમાંગભેર ઝૂમ્યા હતા. શ્રીમતી હમસ્મતાબેન િોશી (નવનાતની નવી કમમટીમાાં હોલ સેક્રેટરી), તૃમતતબેન પારેખ અને બચુભાઇ મહેતાએ કાયવક્રમના 

સાંચાલનમાાં મહત્વપૂણવ ભૂમમકા ભજવી હતી. આ પ્રસાંગે નવનાતના નવા વરાયેલા પ્રમુખ શ્રી દિલીપભાઇ મીઠાણી અને વદડલ માંડળના પ્રમુખ શ્રી નલીનભાઇ ઉિાણી તથા 

ગુજરાત સમાચારના કન્સલ્ટીંગ એડીટર જ્યોત્સનાબેને અમતમથ મવશેષ તરીકે હાજરી આપી જ્ઞામતજનો માટે મવમવધ પ્રવૃમિઓ દ્વારા વડીલોના જીવનમાાં બહાર લાવવા માટે 

અમભનાંિન સાથે દિવાળી અને નૂતન વષવની શુભેચ્છા પાઠવી હતી. * તસવીરમાાં દિવાળી જલસાની મોજ માણી રહેલ નવનાત પ્રમુખ શ્રી દિલીપભાઇ મીઠાણી, અચલાબહેન 

મીયાણી,  બચુભાઇ મહેતા, શ્રીમતી હમસ્મતાબેન િોશી  અને વદડલ માંડળ  સમહત અન્ય બહેન-ભાઇઓ. 

On 22nd October, itt was lovely sunny day and after playing few indoor games most of the 
members went on walk and after lunch Malaben and Mr Varmaji entertained everyone by 
singing old songs. 
On 29th October, for the Indian new year we wished everybody “Salmubark”. Dinning hall was 
fully decorated with Hindu god’s statues and Chaitravandan and Jamnastak was sang. Every-
one took part.  Mamta Tolia(Pinky), Hasmitaben’s daughter demonstrated candle display. stand 
making, and flower arrangements. 
Currently the Jalsa Group runs under the supervision of NVA with an active role played by 
Hasmitaben Doshi who is guiding the team on weekly events and other matters with the help 
of lots of volunteers. 

Jalsa group managements are grateful to all volunteers.  Specially kitchen ladies and gents’ volunteers 
We are also thankful to all generous donation received by Jalsa members during the year. 
 
For further information please contact Hasmitaben Doshi on 020 8573 0448/ 07702 811 381  or Trupti Parekh on 07960 144 010. 
 

નવનાત વડીલ મડંળની જેમ દર મગંળવારે લગભગ પાચંકે  વષથૅી નનયમીત જલસાગ્રપુ મળે છે. આ ગ્રપુમા ંલગભગ 70થી વધ ુસભ્ચો દર 
મગંળવારે આવ ે છે.આ ગ્રપુ દર મગંળવારે સવારના 11 વાગ્યાતી બપોરના ત્રણ સધુી ચાલ ે છે. સવારનો નાસ્તો પછી યોગ અવનવા 
મનંોરજનના ક્રાયકમો પછી સ્વાદદષ્ટ ભોજન, બપોરના ફરીવાર અવનવા મનંોરજનના ક્રાયકમો અન ેઆખરે ચા નાસ્તો બાદ બધા આનદંથી છુટા 
પડે છે ઘીરે ઘરે આ જલસા ગ્રપુ પ્રગનત કરી રહ્ય ુ છે. આ ગ્રપુમા ંસભ્યોની સખંયા નાની હોવા છતા દરેક સભ્યન ેઆ ગ્રપુ માટે કંઈન ે કંઈ 
કરવાની ભાવાનાથી નવા નવા કયકૅરો અને નવનવા પ્રોગામ વીક બાઈ વીક થઈ રહ્યા છે ખાસ કરીન ેસવ ૅધમોન ેપ્રગામોને સમાય અનસુાર 
ઊજવવામા આવ ેછે.  

 

Ramesh J. Shah 
on Behalf of Jalsa Group edited by Bachoobhai Mehta 
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First Name Surname 
Donation 
Amount 

 First Name Surname 
Donation 
Amount 

Shantaben Varia £51.00  Ella Nirmal £10.00 

Dhirenbhai & Family Doshi £11.00  Gita Shah £5.00 

Kumudben & Kirtibhai Doshi £11.00  Late Pranlal V Parekh Parivar £35.00 

Dipakbhai & Minaben Mehta £20.00  Manjulaben Pranlal Vora £51.00 

Urmilaben Harshadbhai Sanghrajka £25.00  Mukeshchandra N Desai £21.00 

Chandraben Bhupatrai Maniar £10.00  Dhanlaxmi Mehta £21.00 

Dharshnaben Parekh £11.00  Naliniben Naginbhai Avlani £20.00 

Savitaben Jain £25.00  Chandrakant Doshi £20.00 

Dhirubhai Khona £51.00  Praful Kothari £20.00 

Asha Mehta £21.00  Guniben Mehta £10.00 

Neetuben Dave £11.00  Bansari Pravinchandra Rupani £91.00 

Zara Odedra £21.00  Kamlesh Damani £25.00 

Nimeshbhai Sangrajka £20.00  Shaani Damani £10.00 

Bhupendrbhai Shah £101.00  Kishor Kirti Vora £11.00 

Chandbhai Patel £20.00  Mohanbhai Trivobhavan Shah £11.00 

Sardaben Dalpatbhai Shah £20.00  Padmaben Kamdar £25.00 

Jayshree Sangrajka £20.00  Surekha A Sheth £25.00 

Rajshreeben Doshi £51.00  Parekh Family £20.00 

Nirmalben P Shah £21.00  Jasuben Sheth £20.00 

Mrudulaben Varia £11.00  Jeena Shah £11.00 

Hansaben Manshukbhai Bavishi £11.00  Jasuben Kothari £25.00 

Ritaben Sanghrajka £35.00  Kumadlal Mehta £25.00 

Chetanaben Mehta £20.00  Kishor Kirti Doshi £51.00 

Anonymous   £65.00  Chandrikaben Lalitbhai Mehta £11.00 

Purnimaben Bavishi £51.00  Batukbhai Parekh Parivar £25.00 

Avniben Virani £21.00  Prakash Patalia £25.00 

Anonymous   £10.00  Vina Kishor Doshi £15.00 

Jasuben G Doshi £11.00  Prafulla G Vasa £11.00 

Bupendrabhai Vasa £11.00  Arjun, Senaya & Shreya Vora £11.00 

Ashokbhai Shah £30.00  Shantilal Vanmalidas 
Sanghrajka & 
Family 

£101.00 

Manjulaben Mehta £21.00  Jayant T Mehta £25.00 

B. K. Sanghrajka £40.00  Saroj Jagdish Premji Shah £11.00 

Arunaben Pradipbhai Mehta £25.00  Chandrakant & Chanrika Udani £51.00 

Misa Jinendra Kothari £25.00  Priyal Shah £41.00 

Ilaben Dave £11.00  Bharatbhai Parekh Parivar £11.00 

Nimeshbhai Daftary £11.00  Pukar Mehta £20.00 

Shailaben Mandalia £125.00  Pratibha Shah £21.00 

Ilaben C Desai £20.00  Rajnikant Shah £21.00 

Ashokkumar Gosalia £11.00  Ranjan Vasa & Family £25.00 

Kishorbhai Modi £11.00  Sheth Family £11.00 

Late Hemlataben & Rekhaben Bhakda £51.00  Nirav Shah £11.00 

Rashmiben Jayprakash Desai £20.00  Mahendra P Kothari £51.00 

Bhaveshbhai Vora £21.00  Paras R Jhatakia £20.00 

Hemaben Shah £51.00  Dhirubhai Gelani £25.00 

Shailee Pankaj Shah £51.00  Batuk Gathani £1,226.00 

Om Sai Ram   £10.00  Praful Kothari £25.00 

Sarojben Anilbhai Parekh £11.00  Pushpaben Mahasukh Patel £50.00 

Vaishaliben Mineshbhai Mehta £30.00  Bhavin Desai £11.00 

Naliniben Mukeshbhai Sanghrajka £21.00  Shreya, Saachi & Shefali   £51.00 

Mabel Charles Holden £31.00  Kantilal Shah £20.00 

Menadevi Kantilal Bhakhai £31.00  Dr Kirti Shah £51.00 

Memory Of Late Shardaben 
Revashanker Nyalchand 
Khimji 

Vora £51.00  Girdharbhai Sheth £25.00 

Jayshree Mehta £25.00  Sameer Sanghrajka £11.00 

Shobna Rohit Lathia £25.00  Tina Maniar £101.00 

Nalin R Shah £50.00  Kiritbhai Abhychand Vora £21.00 

Mahendra V & Kumudi M Shah £21.00  Mala Mehta £25.00 

Rajniben Dhavant Damani £25.00  Lilamben Avlani £25.00 

Bharati Sourji £25.00  Satish Ratilal Pipadia £21.00 

Deepti Shah £10.00  Bipin Ravani £11.00 
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First Name Surname 
Donation 
Amount  First Name Surname 

Donation 
Amount 

Hemlataben Mahendrabhai Sheth £20.00  Hiraben Udani £21.00 

Nikhil, Dylan, Aadi   £20.00  Kalakant C Shah £151.00 

Puriben Laxmichand Mehta £51.00  Kantaben Batavia £21.00 

Abhilashaamit Mehta £51.00  Anonymous Anonymous £51.00 

Kamalben Batavia £51.00  Ramaben Jayantilal Doshi £151.00 

Nilamben S Shah £11.00  Manjulaben Sheth £21.00 

Kundanben Kothari £11.00  Shakuntlaben Vinodbhai Sheth £25.00 

Urmilaben Dhirendrabhai Sanghrajka £51.00  Pramilaben Chandrakant Bakhda £11.00 

Shobhnaben Hasmukhbhai   £21.00  Priti Praful Shah £11.00 

Shantaben Jayantilal Doshi £51.00  

Kanchanben 
Zaverchandbhai Mehta £25.00 

Manjulaben Gajendrabhai Vipani £20.00  Samratben Mehta £31.00 

Mangalaben K Shah £11.00  Bhartibenkumudbhai Mehta £25.00 

Shantaben Malde £11.00  Nimuben Dhirajlal Doshi £21.00 

Hitesh Natwarlal Mehta £10.00  Vinodiniben Manharbhai Mehta £25.00 

Champaben Shantilal Mehta £25.00  Bhartiben Kirtibhai Fofria £21.00 

Lata Kishor Shah £25.00  Ushaben Chimanbhai Sheth £20.00 

Ushaben H Shah £30.00  Kantaben Vasa £11.00 

Bhartiben Shah £11.00  Meenaben Bipinbhai Mehta £25.00 

Himatlal H Shah £75.00  Nirmalaben Mahendrabhai Kothari £21.00 

Pranlal Doshi £31.00  Damyantiben Jaysukhbhai Shah £51.00 

Binduben Sanghrajka £20.00  Ritaben Parmar £25.00 

Minaxiben Arvindbhai Shah £21.00  Vidulaben R Shah £21.00 

Jayshree Juthani £25.00  Pravinaben Natvarlal Mehta £51.00 

Rajesh Kamdar £10.00  Ameetaben Jayeshbhai Shah £20.00 

Bhartiben Kantilal Malkan £10.00  Surekhaben Harishbhai Shah £25.00 

Kundanben Vijay Malkan £30.00  Vimal Laljibhai Shah £21.00 

Jasuben Narotambhai Shah £21.00  Induben Mansukhbhai Shah £21.00 

Lata Bharat Gandhi £11.00  Shantaben Mansangbhai Varia £30.00 

Vanit Shah £11.00  Kumudben Arvindbhai Mehta £21.00 

Tarlaben Desai £20.00  Shilaben Kamdar £21.00 

Falguni Jain £151.00  Nitaben Nehrubhai Parekh £151.00 

Darshna Dipak Bajaria £21.00  Ritaben Bharatbhai Sheth £101.00 

Pushpaben Gandhi £11.00  Monikaben Anantbhai Damani £25.00 

Sushilaben Chotalal Kothari £11.00  Chandaben Vinaychandra Desai £11.00 

Jyotsnaben Prabhudas Parekh £20.00  Nirmalaben Vinodray Mehta £21.00 

Shardaben Modi £20.00  Induben Pravinbhai Khona £25.00 

Kokila Kirit Mehta £11.00  Taraben Shah £51.00 

Jyoti Mehta £11.00  Bhairan Shashikantbhai Shah £31.00 

Kokilaben A Shah £11.00  Manjulaben Manubhai Shah £50.00 

Jyotiben Babubhai Mehta £51.00  Viraj, Rushal And Viresh Shah £20.00 

Late U L Mehta £51.00  Vanitaben Shantilal Bavishi £51.00 

Naeha Dimple Mehta £51.00  Neshmaben Dipakbhai Shah £25.00 

Nayna Rajni Doshi £11.00  Manjulaben Shantilal Maniar £51.00 

Anonymous Anonymous £50.00  

Vinay,Bhavna,Vibhu And 
Harsha Mehta £21.00 

Harshidaben Shah £10.00  

Vibhubhai, Harshaben And 
Family Mehta £21.00 

Sudhaben Shah £50.00  Pritiben Pravinbhai Maniar £51.00 

Sarojben Shah £50.00  Nikeshbhai Shah £101.00 

Kanchanben Ramniklal G Mehta £55.00  Dilipbhai Batavia £21.00 

Rekha Mehta £21.00  Kailashben Kiritbhai Batavia £21.00 

Kumudben Ramniklal Mehta £71.00  Arunaben Jaysukhbhai Vora £25.00 

Late Manjulaben Nanubhai Sheth £301.00  

Chanchalben Shantilalc/O 
Jaysukhbhai Mehta £251.00 

Kundanben Bachubhai Mehta £51.00  Rukshmaniben Mehta £15.00 

Samratben Lavji Kara Shah £20.00  Kamleshben Kantibhai Dhanki £10.00 

Jyotsna Altaf Samji £31.00  Minaben Fofria £21.00 

Jayantibhai Ghelani £25.00  Vinodiniben Shah £25.00 

Bharatbhai Bakhai £20.00  

Mahendrabhai In Memory 
Of Dalpatlal Mohanlal Mehta £21.00 

Pooja Shah £100.00  

North London Pratikraman 
Group   £200.00 

Saroj Kothari £25.00     
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A POEM  by Nilesh Mehta 

...મને ખરી મઝા પડે છે.. 
 
છે સ ાંજ પણ સવ ર કહ ાં, કેવો કલ્પન ખોર હ ાં કે 
ખોટ ન ેખર ાં કહવે મ ાંજ, મને ખરી મઝ  પડ ેછે! 
 
દ ન ધમમ હ ાં કર્ મ કર ાં પણ હૈર્ે કર ણ નો અભ વ, 
પ મવ  નહહ, દેખ ડવ મ ાંજ, મને ખરી મઝ  પડ ેછે.. 
 
નનદોષન ે અશક્તન ેપીડ ાં, કેવો બળવ ન હ ાં કે 
આંધળ ન ેઅંગ ઠો દેખ ડવ મ ાં, મને ખરી મઝ  પડ ેછે.. 
 
પ્રભ એ આપ્ ાં ઘણ ાં બધ ાં,પણ ન સાંતોષ, કે અહોભ વ, 
પ્રમ દ ને પહરગ્રહ મ ાંજ , મને ખરી મઝ  પડ ેછે.. 
 
પણ જો સ ચ  ગ ર  મળ્ર્ , ને સ થ ેજ્ઞ નનો તલસ ટ, 
હવ ેતો,આત્મ ન  ઉત્થ ન મ ાંજ, મને ખરી મઝ  પડ ેછે.. 
 

 

 

What brings me joy.. 
 

Evening falls but I summon the morning, how imaginative 

I am, 

Turning the wrong into right, that’s what gives me joy! 

 

I engage in all religious activities and give donations but 

there is no compassion in my heart, 

I enjoy displaying my greatness to others but not in 

achieving something good for my soul.. 

 

Pain I give to the innocent and those that are weak, how  

powerful I must be, 

Saddening those in sorrow, that's what gives me joy.. 

 

God has gifted me endlessly but I don’t show any gratitude 

or satisfaction, 

Being lazy in doing good karma and collecting material 

things in my life, that’s what gives me joy… 

 

Though if I discover true inspiration or a guru and the 

thirst for real knowledge, 

Then I will really find joy in lifting my soul towards the 

good, towards moksha… 

VACATION HOME CUM HOTEL BUSINESS 
IN INDIA 

 
• 1, 2 and 3 BHK fully furnished & ready for possession 

Apartments. 

• Investment starts from Rs. 75 lakhs with zero  

  maintenance cost. 

• Free accommodation for up to 90 days per year. 

• Enter into Partnership in Hotel Business and earn Rs. 

22,000/- per month. 

 

Contact: Jignesh Mehta: +44 7506 348473 (London) 
              Divyesh Mehta: +91 9427 927073 (Rajkot) 

Patria Suites, Hotel Apartments, Rajkot (Gujarat), INDIA 

------------------------------------------------------ x ---------------------------------------------------



020 8902 3007
info@skylinkworld.co.uk

www.skylinkworld.co.uk www.hindupilgrimage.co.uk

AIR - COACH - CRUISE - YATRAAIR - COACH - CRUISE - YATRA

AIR HOLIDAYS 2020

CRUISE HOLIDAYS 2020
 Southern Caribbean Cruise - 17 Days - 09/05 (Miami & New York)
 Rocky Mountain & Alaska Cruise - 15 Days 17/05, 07/06 & Sept. 20
 Australia, New Zealand & Fiji - 23 Days - 19/11 (Sydney & Fiji Sightseeing)
 Japan & China (Tokyo) - 20 Days - 06/06 (Tokyo & Hong Kong Sightseeing)

 HINDU PILGRIMAGE 2019 HINDU PILGRIMAGE 2020
 Kailash Mansarovar by Helicopter - 16 Days 24/05, 30/08, 05/09
 Kailash Mansarovar via Keyrong (Overland) - 18 Days 17/5, 7/6, 6/9
 Luxury Chardham Yatra - 16 Days 07/05, 01/06, 22/06, 14/09
 Luxury Chardham with Amritsar & Vaishnodevi - 20 Days 07/05, 01/06, 22/06, 14/09
 Luxury Chardham with Amritsar, Vaishnodevi & Amarnath - 25 Days 01/06, 22/06
 Amarnath Yatra with Kashmir - 9 Days 17/06, 08/07
 11 Jyo lring - 30 Days 03/02, 18/11       12 Jyo lring yatra - 25 Days 01/05

Call for 2020 Brochure, Prices and Tour details.

JAIN PILGRIMAGE 2020
 Jain Pilgrimage (Samet Sikharji) - 11 Days    04/02, 15/03, 15/09, 18/11
 Jain Pilgrimage (Gujarat & Rajasthan) - 15 Days   04/02, 15/03, 15/09, 18/11

Hawaii Cruise with Bollywood Entertainment with 
San Francisco & Los Angeles : 14 Days : 18/11
 7 Night Hawaii Cruise with Bollywood style entertainment
 Visit Honolulu, San Francisco & Los Angeles

Australia, NZ & Fiji

Sri Lanka & Kerala

Far East

East Africa

Dubai

Kerala & Goa

South Africa & Mauritius

China with River Cruise

Vietnam, Cambodia & Laos

Japan & South Korea



Yes?Look no further, Citibond Tours can offer all this and more

     

Call us on 0207 290 0614 or email: tours@citibond.co.uk
For more detailed information, please visit our website

www.citibondtours.co.uk                         

Citibond Tours
escorted group tours made for you 

Join us on a journey to amazing locations, discover 
genuine cultures and meet real local people 
around the world. All of our Escorted Tours are 
uniquely designed to give you an enjoyable and 
unforgettable travel experience with our team of 
experts taking care of you throughout your journey. 

Citibond Travel London Ltd, Freetrade House, Suite 28 & 29 Lowther Road, Stanmore, HA7 1EP
                         

Prices include return flights, accommodation, meals* on full board basis, tour guide and transfers. Prices are subject to 
availability. (*All tours on full board basis, except Japan, far east city break and Australia)

Let us take you on a journey......

6  
Discover some of the 

world’s finest cuisines?

1  
Would you like to travel 

to exotic worldwide 
destinations?

2  
Have everything on 

your holiday included 
in the price?

3  
With no hidden extras?

5  
Friendly tour guide to 
escort you throughout 

the journey?

 Japan                                  12 days

from
£3299

China with Hong Kong 20 days

from
£3199

Kenya Safari                        10 days

from
£1649

Myanmar           13 days

from
£2369

Special tour offers 

Asia

Departs on:
24 Feb’20, 15 Apr’20 & 14 Sep’20

Departs on:
16 Jan’20, 11 Feb’20 & 11 Dec’20

Departs on:
13 Mar’20, 25 Jul’20 & 03 Sep’20

Cherry Blossom 

South Africa                                  13 days

from
£2599

Departs on:
10 Jan’20, 12 Feb’20, 05 Sep’20 & 20 Oct’20

 

Why book with us 

• Worldwide quality tours
• Travel with like-minded people
• Services of tour guides
• No Hidden extras
• All hotels are hand selected
• Meals on full board basis*

            Far East City Break      6 days 

Departs on:
09 Jan’20, 12 Mar’20 & 17 Sep’20

Amazing Australia 

Departs on:
31 Jan’20, 20 Mar’20 & 06 Oct’20

Australasia

 

             Bhutan & India       15 days

from
£2399

Departs on:
19 Jan’20, 10 Sep’20 & 10 Nov’20

Departs on:
1 Apr’20

Africa

  Vietnam & Cambodia        17 days

from
£2499

Departs on:
 23 Jan’20, 09 Mar’20, 08 Sep’20 & 27 Nov’20

from
£1999

from
£2749

            12 days 

New Zealand also available 

Jordan                                      8 days

Departs on:
14 Jan’20, 13 Feb’20 & 10 Dec’20

from
£1749

Middle East

  Peru & Brazil                       17 days

       from
£5399

Departs on:
10 Feb’20

4  
In a group of  

like-minded people?
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